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Christmas

cut 1/2” strips for sock stripes

Aromatherapy filled stocking ornaments to chill your air.
©Jane Balshaw 2019

cut 5/8”-3/4” strip for sock cuﬀ

THIS PATTERN IS MEANT TO ALLOW FOR CREATIVE
INTERPRETATION. MIX COLORS, MIX STITCHES, MIX MATERIALS
AND COME UP WITH YOUR OWN STINKY STOCK!
How to construct:
1. Cut out the two pieces of felted wool for the body of the sock.
2. Cut out cuff and heel of sock of same wool.
3. Cut out strips of colored wool or alternate fabric for stripes.
NOTE: rather than using the actual pattern piece, sometimes it is
easier to simply cut a strip on a cutting mat with your ruler.
4. Cut out the holly leaf.
A. On the front side of the sock body attach the cuff, heel and
stripes using blanket stitches. NOTE: it is not necessary to stitch
the outer edges because when the front and back of sock are
sewn together the edges will be stitched down.
B. Attach sequins or buttons by using either french knots or by
sewing a bead over each. Embroider as you wish. Sewn on
beads as you wish.
C. Sew on holly leaf in any area you wish, attaching with more
beads and/or sequins and thread. Alternatively, attach holly leaf
after step D.
D. Sew front to back of sock with blanket stitches. Sew a loop of
thread or pearl cotton to make hanger.
E. Stuff sock with cotton balls saturated with essential oils like fir,
pine, or orange to make the sock stink pretty. :) Alternatively fill
sock with whole spices such as cinnamon sticks, cloves & allspice
Replace cotton balls when scent is spent or add more spices.
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